T oday's IC industry continues down a path of dis-integration it has followed for more than a decade-shifting from a vertical structure to a horizontal one, with many specialized and focused segments comprising the industry value chain. This dis-integration facilitates the growth of system-on-chip (SOC) technology and enhances operational efficiency by shortening time to market and reducing chip costs.
T oday's IC industry continues down a path of dis-integration it has followed for more than a decade-shifting from a vertical structure to a horizontal one, with many specialized and focused segments comprising the industry value chain. This dis-integration facilitates the growth of system-on-chip (SOC) technology and enhances operational efficiency by shortening time to market and reducing chip costs.
The dis-integrating evolution occurred in two stages. First, design and manufacturing activities began separating in the late 1980s. Fabless companies with design expertise marketed products without owning manufacturing facilities while foundry companies focused on process to provide manufacturing services. By carrying the large expense of chip-fabrication construction, foundries reduced most of the risk that product companies faced when entering the IC industry.
Second, independent intellectual property (IP) providers began emerging in the late 1990s. The growing complexity of SOC technology dramatically increases design loading and creates the needs for verified third-party IP cores to simplify multifunctional chip designs. In this second stage, foundry companies play a key role in providing the IP hard cores and expediting design migration to smaller geometry in silicon-verified IP cores. As a result, foundries stand at the focal point of an impending open IP era that will facilitate the virtual reintegration of such value-adding activities as system design, IC design, thirdparty IP, and electronic design automation (EDA).
THE NEXT CHALLENGE
Increasingly, the IC industry demands SOC technology. The SOC solution can integrate different functions such as logic, memory, and analog into a single chip. Building SOC systems requires a more highly integrated process than ever before. Only recently have advances in process technologies made SOC manufacturing available. Now achieving SOCs under shorter product life cycles and multifunctional product features is becoming a challenge for IC designers. The typical SOC embeds many functions, such as DRAM, SRAM, flash, and ROM memories; mixed-signal blocks such as analog, RF, CMOS image sensors, and high voltage; and megacells such as digital signal processors, microcontrollers, microprocessors, and application-specific blocks.
System builders continually seek faster time to market, higher performance, and lower cost. These forces also drive SOC demand. The SOC market is By serving as a virtual re-integrator, chip foundries will reverse the fragmentation of the IC industry and form the keystone in an efficient value-creation network.
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Analysts expect the new IP era to undergo a fundamental change in which system and IC chip development will be functionally separated into two segments, as Figure 1 shows: One will focus on IP core design while the other addresses system-level integration.
VIRTUAL RE-INTEGRATION
As its dis-integration evolves, the IC industry will change from a vertical structure to a horizontal one composed of specialized segments. This transition will create the need for re-integration to a different business model. As Figure 2 shows, a network formed by frequent interactions and close connections among EDA tools, libraries, IP cores, and manufacturing firms generates products with higher production values than do fragmented relationships. In an environment with re-integrated designs, deep-submicrontechnology platforms, shorter product life cycles, and demands for flawless first-silicon designs, a strong network offers the key to success. Strong partner relationships will thus be formed among vendors to offer completed solutions to users. Vendors can form a closely linked network based on the Internet, and each company can focus on developing its own expertise within this network.
The need for IP cores
According to the Sematech and IC Insights estimates shown in Figure 3 , process advances enable the number of IC logic transistors per chip to increase at an average rate of 58 percent each year. This growth means that the number of logic transistors on a chip doubles every 18 months. At the same time, IC design capability grows at only 21 percent per year. The widening gap between the progress of IC processes and IC design has been the major factor in the increased use of IP cores to enhance design activities.
The IC design paradigm has shifted from transistor-component designs to cell-based and registertransfer-level-based designs to IP-based designs. This shift occurred in three stages:
• System on backplanes. During the 1970s, system integrators bought or made the module components and used groups of printed circuit boards to build the system. • System on boards. Between 1980 and 1990, modules became chips. Several chip design houses became major suppliers to the system houses. In addition, chip performance, functionality, and a bill of materials became critical to system houses.
• System on chip. Currently, designers increasingly integrate system functions into a single chip, with 
FURTHER IC INDUSTRY DIS-INTEGRATION
The SOC trend has further accelerated the dis-integration evolution. Analysts anticipate that both design services and IP will become major parts of the dis-integration trend, following the example of pure-play foundries. Third-party IP vendors will further reduce the barriers to entry and time-to-market acceleration for fabless companies, integrated device manufacturers, and system houses.
Several key driving forces sustain this evolution. First, using a foundry offers a low-risk and competitive way to enter the IC industry. By using foundry services, fabless companies can enter the market without the financial burden of owning a fabrication plant. Moreover, the IC industry experiences recurrent business cycles. During the downturns, IC companies that use foundries have much lower fixed costs and remain more competitive. Second, the SOC trend, which dramatically increases design complexity, forces fabless and inte-IP cores becoming ever more important for differentiating system performance and reducing costs.
IP cores are the inevitable product of this evolution because they provide the best possible design experience, easiest design reuse, and fastest integration for overall system design.
IP's role in SOC development
IP cores play a vital role in SOC development for three reasons. First, IP cores provide essential elements for any SOC design. Second, the growing complexity of SOC designs introduces an increasing demand for integrating more functionality and sophisticated IP cores on a chip. Third, designers need reusable IP cores to accelerate the design migration to smaller geometry chips. As the value of IP cores in a chip increases, the value of the silicon componentglue logics designed from scratch-decreases. Thus, by 2002, the value of IP will increase to 80 percent, up from 50 percent in 1998, while the value of silicon will decrease to 20 percent, down from 50 percent in 1998.
In SOC design, the prevailing IP core requirements center on reuse and verification. IP cores fall into two categories: soft and hard. Soft IP cores have the advantage of portability, while hard IP cores offer the advantages of predictability, protection, and high performance in reusable and verified IP core applications. Hard IP cores can be classified as follows:
• Presilicon. A one-star rating means that the IP architecture's design has been completed based on simulation results. • Foundry verified. A three-star rating means that the IP has been successfully verified for functionality in some specific process.
• Production. A five-star rating, the ultimate achievement, means that the IP has been successfully production-proven and test completed.
Today, hard IP core delivery dominates the highly costsensitive and standard-driven IP cores market. Advances in process technologies will help foundry customers ride the SOC trend. Advanced process technologies can now accommodate hundreds of millions of logic gates and bring together mixed-signal blocks, embedded memories, world-class design services, IP development, and commercial third-party IP. Foundry companies make it easier to accomplish SOC designs.
Foundries will play a major role in facilitating the use of plug-and-play design IP. Figure 4 shows the relationships likely to develop among foundry companies, their customers, and third-party design services and IP vendors.
THE OPEN IP ERA
Library, IP, and EDA vendors design various sophisticated IP cores to fulfill application-specific needs. Each IP core needs silicon technology support to ensure that the IP core is reusable and verified. The gap among process, library-IP-EDA, and applicationspecific needs presents the IP era's central challenge.
The foundry focal point
Today's overwhelming time-to-market pressures make time and capital the constrained resources for chip development and production. By facilitating cooperation among industry segments, foundry companies provide the IP verification path for IP developers. Fabless and IDM companies make IP cores with a five-star rating. Besides supporting hard IP core ver- ification, foundry companies also provide the advanced technologies and design services to re-integrate the IP, EDA, fabless, and IDM companies-with their convergence ushering in an open IP era.
Advanced technologies
Technologies that offer features such as high speed, low power, and low leakage satisfy dynamic, endproduct-specific needs. The foundry commitment to advanced technologies will extend IP core re-migration, especially for some IP cores with attributes linked to process technologies and port to future processes. Modularization of advanced technologies for application-specific markets enables cost-plus IP cores with technology features optimized for specific applications. For example, embedded logic technologies, such as embedded flash, make the application-specific programmable product more flexible for customized products.
Foundry design service
Based on customers' requirements, foundry companies provide the virtual re-integration of IP, library, EDA, and design-center alliances. By linking the design resources with state-of-the-art facilities through Internet-based communication, foundries can play the critical role in delivering design services to the IC industry.
T he integrated-circuit industry is entering a system-on-chip era in which IP will be the key to enhancing design productivity and meeting the product road map. Riding the dis-integration trend, foundry companies play an increasingly important role in synchronizing the tempo of technology development, design service capabilities, and hard-IP-core performance. As a virtual re-integrator, the foundry stands in the focal position to connect IP, fabless, IDM, and design service companies to form an efficient value-creation network. ✸ 
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